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The Cod Wars (Icelandic: ÃžorskastrÃ-Ã°in, "the cod wars", or LandhelgisstrÃ-Ã°in, "the wars for the
territorial waters") were a series of confrontations between the United Kingdom and Iceland on fishing rights
in the North Atlantic.Each of the disputes ended with an Icelandic victory. The Third Cod War concluded in
1976, with a highly favourable agreement for Iceland; the United Kingdom ...
Cod Wars - Wikipedia
The word maritime is an adjective that simply means "of the sea", thus any land associated with the sea can
be considered a maritime state or province (all provinces of Canada except Alberta and Saskatchewan
border the sea).Nonetheless, the term "Maritimes" has historically been collectively applied to New
Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island, all of which border the Atlantic Ocean.
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